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UrbanBCN Worldwide Launches Charter Jet Program UrbanAir 
The San Francisco-based executive transportation company expands into private aviation  

with the purchase of a 12-seat Bombardier Challenger 604. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA.  ||  June 1, 2020 — UrbanBCN Worldwide CEO David Uziel brings his company into 
the transcontinental air space with the introduction of his newly announced private aviation network, 
UrbanAir.  

Uziel’s initial jet acquisition reflects his commitment to meeting the growing demand for private travel in the 
wake of the global pandemic. In tandem with the company’s launch of rigorous COVID-19-related health 
and safety protocols, UrbanAir intends to provide a proactive and competitive option for those seeking 
enhanced flexibility and care within the luxury charter arena. 

“Time-saving access to smaller airports, adaptable flight schedules, and the ability to remain socially-
distanced will be vital considerations in the coming months,” says Uziel, “and these are things major airlines 
just can’t provide. Our goal is to make air travel more streamlined, and our clients more confident, as we 
collectively move forward.” 

UrbanAir’s access to more than 25 small, medium and heavy jets creates a range of accommodation options 
for passengers. All private charters are equipped with a multimedia entertainment system, forward galley 
with refreshment center, and in-flight wifi. Booking by phone or email. For more information, please contact 
air@urbanbcn.com. 

About UrbanBCN Worldwide 
Based in San Francisco, UrbanBCN Worldwide has provided luxury executive transportation services to the 
Bay Area and beyond for over 40 years, currently operating in more than 700 cities around the world. In 
2020 the company expanded with the launch of their private aviation network, UrbanAir, and now brings 
their innovative and dynamic performance to every niche of the private travel industry. www.urbanbcn.com. 

Connect with UrbanBCN Worldwide on Facebook  ||  Instagram  ||  Twitter  ||  TikTok  ||  LinkedIn  ||  YouTube 

Additional photos and feature opportunities available. 
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